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Abstract. Development of two SHM Techniques: 
I – Damage Monitoring on aircraft structure by mean of CVM technology 
II – Monitoring of bonded repair on aircraft structures by mean of strain gauges. 
I – Comparative Vacuum Monitoring (CVM™) is a technique specially developed for 
monitoring of crack initiation and propagation notably on aircraft structures. The principle 
is based on measuring the differential pressure between fine galleries containing a low 
vacuum alternating with galleries at atmospheric pressure in a simple manifold. If no crack 
is present vacuum remains stable while a crack will generate airflow through the created 
passage from the atmosphere to the vacuum galleries. A sort of sensors called “integral 
sensors” can be embedded within bonded joints and lap joints to monitor failure within the 
joints, whereas another type of sensors called “surface sensors” is simply bonded on the 
surface around rivets or in edges, where stress concentration is high . This SHM technology 
has been set up on the A380 FSFT (Full Scale Fatigue Test) in Dresden in different areas in 
order to detect cracks. The aim of the implementation of the CVMTM technology is to test 
and validate its viability on the long range in test conditions similar to flight reality. 
Therefore, the conducted tests would verify the safety and reliability of the sensors in 
combination with the instrumentation. In addition, during this long term application the 
system is checked for any unknown failures.  

During the 4,5 years of use, the equipment showed a high maturity level and worked 
reliable continuously, except for a vacuum pump (providing vacuum for sensors galleries) 
which broke down. Due to several gallery blockages notably due to an excess of PSA 
(Pressure Sensitive Adhesive Layer), the sensor gallery width has been increased and the 
adhesive layer slightly decreased. Since a 3.3 mm crack has been detected online during the 
test run, it can be said that the CVM™ system is able to detect small fatigue cracks with a 
high accuracy level. 
II – The standard method of repairing skin on aircrafts is riveted repair. Such repairs, 
although reliable, are laborious to make and may damage the underlying structure. An 
alternative would be bonded repairs. They have the advantage of not creating additional 
damage and can potentially be applied with much less work. Nevertheless, a SHM 
techniques has to be developed to monitor the bonded area. The use of strain gauges, 
located on the intern side of the repair and measuring stress/strain distribution within the 
repair area is being studied. After having verified the strain gauge sensitivity for the chosen 
location (intern side), a series of tests is carried out to checked strain gauges accuracy in 
detecting debonding. In parallel, the implementation of a wireless-voltage-node for an in 
service monitoring of the bonded repair is being developed. 
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